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When a child holds and cuddles a special blanket, or
caresses a stuffed doll while sucking his/her thumb, you
can see the calmness that this behaviour brings the child.
This is the start of a person using an emotional support
object to calm themselves. Emotional support is one phase
of a type of service a dog can provide. 

There are three types of services that a dog can perform
for the human that this article will be covering. Service
Dog, Emotional Support Dog and Therapy Dog. They are
three totally different services. 

Service Dog 
A Service Dog is a broad category of dogs that includes any dogs who
are specially trained to work in public with their handlers. A Police Dog,
Military Dog, Airport Dog, Search and Rescue Dog, Assistance Dog,
Guide Dog etc. are all considered 'Service Dogs'. I became interested in
a Service Dog when I realized that my illness I developed as a child was
a permanent disability. I had Lyme Disease when I was very young and
at that time they really did not know much about it. I was not diagnosed
with it until I was older. All this time, we thought it was a growth illness
where my ear canal was much smaller and curved different than the
average person. When I travel to high altitudes my ear canals swell and
get even smaller. This, in turn, affects my balance and hearing. I am a
small person so the Rottweiler’s height is perfect for the use to be able
to lean on for balance. Also, the need to identify where the noise is
coming from, my Service Dog can point the location where the noise is.
A good thing with having a Service Dog with you and not relying on a
person is when you have a problem is if you have a Service Dog people
will usually respect you and give you space and accept your disability.
This is very important at an airport or place where there is a crowded
area. 
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Those of us who are breeders sell puppies for many different
needs. It is very common for us to sell a puppy who is needed for
service work. My kennel has sold Service Dogs for individuals
(adults and children) with sight disabilities and we have also
produced Service Dogs who have become Service Guide Dogs. It
is always best to get the future Service Dog at a young age. This
way the puppy can grow up with the disabled person and learns to
know their heart beat, smell, body movement, language, voice,
etc. Very few dogs can work as Service Dogs so the breeder must
be able to fit to the temperament of the person to the temperament
of the puppy. Looking at the parents and pedigree of the dog is a
good judge if wishing for the puppy to be a good Service Dog. One

cannot have a dog who is a very high
driven dog to be a Service Dog unless the
dog is taught to a high level of obedience
and has been taught to be mellow even
with crazy fire and drive. Some dogs will
surprise you and that is why I like the
Rottweiler breed overall. We have had
many dogs who are great working dogs
with very high drive but when it was time to
change and be a Service Dog they knew
the difference. The Rottweilers we used for
Service Dogs we trained to know how to
act by determining which harness they
were wearing. Many dogs cannot
determine this so a very intelligent
bloodline, one that is good with children
and can become very calm when need to,
must be used. 

There are Psychiatric Dogs who are Service Dogs who are approved and protected under the American Disability
Act. These dogs differ from Emotional Support Dogs and certification of the dogs is very difficult to obtain.
Another popular type of Service Dog is for the dog to be used as a source of strength for a disabled person who
does not have strength in their limbs.  For example, if a person falls and cannot get up without the help of the
Service Dog then this is a very import type of service. If a person has an illness that requires time for them to
compose themselves, a Service Dog will circle and surround the person to keep people away from you until the
person is able to regain their composure. 
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Service Dogs have been very effective with individuals
suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

These are just a few types of services that a Service Dog
performs for their owners. Every disability requires different
training for dogs so if you wish to get involved in training a
dog for yourself, or for someone
else, it takes a lot of time,
experience and knowledge in the
canine for it to become a service
dog!  

Emotional Support Dog
Emotional support dogs are defined by their ability to comfort people through
affection and companionship. Though they do not receive any formal training,
they are a big help to those who suffer from mental and/or emotional issues.
No matter how strong a person is, there will sometimes be a need for
emotional support from a canine companion. The airlines had approved
emotional support animals to be brought onto the airplanes; however it was
abused by passengers - some who tried to bring aboard miniature horses,
snakes, birds, etc. As a result, effective January 2021, it is now extremely
difficult to bring an emotional support dog on board. If you want to attempt to
bring an emotional support dog onto the plane, make sure you have the
proper certification from your doctor and try to choose a very small dog and
have the dog professionally trained. Emotional Support Dogs have very little
legal rights and very little approved access to go anywhere. Emotional
Support Dogs must be prescribed by a mental health professional. Please be

aware that when you apply for an Emotional Support Dog, it will be permanently recorded in your health records
and can affect your future. So make sure you are in need for such a dog even though our pets should provide
emotional support to all of us… 

Therapy Dogs
Therapy Dogs receive extensive training and are very well-trained and
well-mannered. Their responsibilities are to provide psychological or
physiological therapy to individuals other than their handlers, who are
usually their owners. Therapy Dogs have stable temperaments and
friendly, easy-going personalities. They usually visit various institutions
like hospitals, schools, hospices, psychotherapy offices, nursing homes
and more. Therapy Dogs are encouraged to socialize and interact with a
variety of people while on duty. The handler has no disability that is
related to the Therapy dog. A Therapy Dog performs the task of giving
love and comfort to the ill. This dog must be comfortable to go anywhere
and never be affected by his environment. The dog’s job is to comfort
other people who have a love for animals but who cannot have one. The
handler also must be able to be around ill or elderly people without
becoming emotional. The handler must be capable of always being
composed, must be capable of always being able to smile and must not
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get emotional at seeing terminally ill, or disabled people. Dogs
pick up how the handler is feeling. The dog is visiting the
patient to give comfort. The dog cannot show any aggression
at all. There are many breeds who make excellent Therapy
Dogs and Rottweilers of calm temperament are one of the
breeds. There was a very famous German Rottweiler in the
1980s named "Mirko vom Steinkopf". He was owned by a very
well-known doctor and his wife, Dr. Richard and Mrs. Vee
Wayburn. They donated funds and built a part of the hospital
he was affiliated with and named it after Mirko! I owned a
Mirko grandson named "Eddi Von Triebweg" and he was also
the best Therapy Dog I ever had. Both Mirko and Eddi were
from Germany and had schutzhund titles, American,
International Championships and they were the most loving
dogs I ever known. If you want to study a Rottweiler who had
an outstanding pedigree, great conformation, great
temperament, and who was titled, look up "Mirko Vom
Steinkopf"!  If you go back many generations you might even
find Mirko vom Steinkopf’s pedigree in one of your dog’s
pedigrees!    

There is a very wide difference between a Service Dog, an Emotional Support Dog and a Therapy Dog. There
are legal differences between all three of these types as well. Please read and understand before you decide to
get your dog certified into one of the three categories above. If a person misrepresents the services that a dog is
claimed to be able to perform, the individual can be fined for misrepresenting the dog and in some cases, it could
result in a felony charge in some states in the USA.  It is very important not to abuse these three services that our
wonderful canines do for humans. Many people need a canine in their lives and if continued to be abused, this
right will be taken away from us. 
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